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BOOLEAN CUMULANTS AND SUBORDINATION IN FREE
PROBABILITY
FRANZ LEHNER AND KAMIL SZPOJANKOWSKI
Abstract. We study subordination of free convolutions. We prove that for free random vari-
ablesX,Y and a Borel function f the conditional expectation Eϕ
“pz ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXqq´1|X‰,
is a resolvent again. This result allows explicit calculation of the distribution ofX`fpXqY f˚pXq.
The main tool is a formula for conditional expectations in terms of Boolean cumulant trans-
forms, generalizing subordination formulas for free additive and multiplicative convolutions.
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1. Introduction
Free probability was introduced in [27] and it can be understood as a non-commutative
counterpart of classical probability theory. It is non-commutative in the sense that multipli-
cation of random variables is not necessarily commutative. The classical notion of stochastic
independence is not very natural in this context, but fortunately there are other notions of in-
dependence which lead to interesting theories and applications. Among several possible notions
of non-commutative independence free independence is the most prominent one, see Section 2
below. Free independence shares many properties with classical independence. In particular,
the joint distribution of free random variables X and Y is uniquely determined by the individ-
ual distributions of X and Y . We can thus define additive and multiplicative convolutions of
probability measures as follows: Let µ and ν be probability measures on the real line and X
and Y selfadjoint free random variables with distribution µ and ν. Then the free convolution,
denoted µ‘ ν, is defined as the distribution of X ` Y . Similarly, if we assume in addition that
the supports of µ and ν are contained in the positive half-line, then one can define free multi-
plicative convolution of µ and ν, denoted by µbν as the distribution of X1{2Y X1{2. These free
convolutions can be studied by methods of free harmonic analysis, that is, in terms of analytic
functions well known from Nevanlinna theory. For a probability measure µ on real line one
defines the so called Cauchy transform via the formula
Gµpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ xdµpxq, z P C
`,
where C` is the complex upper half-plane C` “ tz P C; Impzq ą 0u. The Cauchy transform is
an analytic map which takes values in C´ “ ´C` and has nontangential limit
(1.1) ?- lim
zÑ8 zGpzq “ 1.
By this we mean
(1.2) lim
|z|Ñ8
zPΓα
zGpzq “ 1
for any α ą 0 where by Γα we denote the nontangential sector
(1.3) Γα “ tz “ x` iy | y ą 0,|x| ă αyu.
In fact this property characterizes Cauchy transforms, see [7, Proposition 5.1].
There are two approaches to compute the additive free convolution. The original method
of Voiculescu uses the compositional inverse of the Cauchy transform. Consider compactly
supported probability measure µ then one can define in some neighbourhood of 0 so called
R-transform as Rµpzq “ G´1µ pzq ´ 1{z, which has the remarkable property, that for compactly
supported probability measures µ, ν one has
Rµ‘νpzq “ Rµpzq `Rνpzq,
holding on a common domain of the three functions. Thus the R-transform plays the role of
the logarithm of the characteristic function in classical probability. The second method is more
popular today and uses subordination and was discovered in [25] (and appears implicitly in
[31, Proposition 4]). Subordination asserts that there exist analytic maps ω1, ω2 such that for
i “ 1, 2 one has ωi : C` ÞÑ C`, Im
`
ωipzq
˘ ě Impzq, ωipiyq{iy Ñ 0, when y Ñ `8 and
Gµ‘νpzq “ Gµ
`
ω1pzq
˘ “ Gν `ω2pzq˘ , for z P C`.(1.4)
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This observation was generalized in [8] to the framework of conditional expectations in von
Neumann algebras (for details see Section 2 below), and asserts that for free random variables
X, Y one has
(1.5) Eϕ
“pz ´X ´ Y q´1|X‰ “ pω1pzq ´Xq´1,
where ω1 is as above. After applying the trace ϕ to both sides of the above equation one
immediately gets (1.4).
To tackle multiplicative convolution one defines the moment generating functions
ψµpzq “
ż
tz
1´ tz dµptq(1.6)
Mµpzq “
ż
1
1´ tz dµptq “ 1` ψµpzq.(1.7)
They are related to the Cauchy transform via the identity
Gµpzq “ 1
z
Mµp1{zq.
Then multiplicative convolution can be calculated using the S-transform which is defined as
the solution Sµpzq of the equation
ψµ
ˆ
z
1` zSµpzq
˙
“ z
in some domain and it was proved by [29] that
Sµbνpzq “ SµpzqSνpzq.
Alternatively, it was shown in [2] that the function
(1.8) Σµpzq “ η
´1
µ pzq
z
,
where
(1.9) ηµpzq “ ψµpzq
1` ψµpzq
is the Boolean cumulant generating function, satisfies the same equation
(1.10) Σµbνpzq “ ΣµpzqΣνpzq.
In [8] also multiplicative subordination was considered and the result says that for positive and
free X, Y there is an analytic function F : C` ÞÑ C`, such that argpF pzqq ě argpzq and
EϕrzX1{2Y X1{2p1´ zX1{2Y X1{2q´1|Xs “ F pzqXp1´ F pzqXq´1.(1.11)
The results from [8] were further generalized to the operator valued setting in [26].
In the present paper, following the ideas of [8], we prove a new subordination result for random
variables of the form X ` fpXqY f˚pXq. The main ingredient is a formula for the conditional
expectation EX
`pz ´X ` fpXqY f˚pXqq´1˘, which can be computed in a combinatorial way
very similar to the one used in [8]. This is done using the following new formula for the
expectation of alternating products of free random variables in terms of Boolean cumulants βn
which may be of independent interest.
Lemma 1.1. Let pX1, . . . , Xnq and pY1, . . . , Ynq be mutually free families in an ncps pA, ϕq,
then
ϕ pX1Y1 . . . XnYnq “
n´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
0ăi1ă...ăikăn
ϕ
`
Yi1 . . . YikYn
˘ kź
j“0
β2pij`1´ijq´1pXij`1, Yij`1, . . . , Xij`1q,
(1.12)
where in the above sum for each fixed sequence 0 ă i1 ă . . . ă ik ă n we fix i0 “ 0 and ik`1 “ n.
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It seems to be surprising that in the framework of free random variables, Boolean cumulants
appear quite naturally. However in a forthcoming paper [15] deeper connections between free-
ness and Boolean cumulants are shown, in particular description of freeness in terms of Boolean
cumulants and further applications are studied. We also present here an alternative proof of
the above formula using results from [15].
As a first Corollary from the lemma above we get the following expansions of free additive
and multiplicative subordination functions in terms of Boolean cumulants.
Corollary 1.2. (i) If X, Y are bounded free random variables then the additive subordination
function ω1 defined in (1.4) has the expansion
ω1pzq “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, pz ´Xq´1, . . . , pz ´Xq´1, Y q
in some neighbourhood of infinity.
(ii) If X and Y are positive bounded free random variables then the multiplicative subordination
function F defined in (1.11) has the expansion
F pzq “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY,X, . . . , X, Y qzn`1
in some neighbourhood of 0.
Based on the Lemma 1.1, we are able to generalize the method of [8] and calculate the
conditional expectation of the resolvent of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq. It can be expressed by the
following remarkably simple formula.
Theorem 1.3. Let X, Y be free bounded random variables and assume that f is a bounded
Borel function on the spectrum of X, then there exists a unique function δ such that for z P C`
one has
Eϕr
`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 |Bs “ `z ´X ´ δpzqfpXqf˚pXq˘´1 .
We will see that the subordination function δpzq appearing in the theorem above can be
determined by means of free multiplicative convolutions. Consequently Theorem 1.3 gives
rise to an algorithm to compute the distribution of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq for any bounded Borel
function. We will illustrate this with some examples in Section 5 and 6 below.
Corollary 1.4. Let X, Y be free then one has
GX`fpXqY f˚pXqpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ x´ δpzq|fpxq|2dµpxq,
where δpzq is the unique function from Theorem 4.1.
The general problem of determining the distribution of ppX1, . . . , Xnq for self-adjoint polyno-
mials p and free, self-adjoint X1, . . . , Xn was solved in [4] using the so-called linearization trick
and lifting the problem to the level of matrix valued free convolutions. This method allows to
obtain numerical approximation of probability density function for any self-adjoint polynomials
and any distributions of X1, . . . , Xn. In theory, tools from computational algebraic geometry
allow to calculate an explicit algebraic equation for the Cauchy transform of an arbitrary poly-
nomial ppX1, . . . , Xnq in free random variables, provided that the individual Cauchy transforms
of the latter are algebraic. Practice shows however that the complexity of the involved algebraic
systems exceeds the capacities of current hardware and software and to our knowledge at the
time of this writing no nontrivial example of an explicit calculation has been found.
We illustrate our result with several examples, showing that in specific cases these technical
limitations can be overcome and a description of the distribution of functions of free variables
by means of explicit algebraic equations for the Cauchy transforms can be obtained.
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The examples include the distribution of p`pXp, where p is a projection and X is semicircu-
lar. This is no new result, since this distribution is identical to the distribution of pp1`Xqp and
one can calculate it by means of free multiplicative convolution, but it is the simplest example
showing how the new method works. We also determine the Cauchy transform of X `XYX
where X and Y are semicircular. It turns out that the Cauchy transform of X `XYX satis-
fies an algebraic equation of degree 11, which is a new result. We devote section 6 to present
the details of this rather tedious procedure. The method presented is fairly general in the
sense that for any polynomial p and for any free random variables X, Y with algebraic Cauchy
transforms one can follow the same steps to obtain an equation for the Cauchy transform of
X ` ppXqY p˚pXq.
Let us remark that the method presented in this paper also works in the operator valued
setting, replacing the analytic functions by operator valued functions, see [6].
The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we recall some basic facts from free probability theory, we recall the notion of
conditional expectation. This section contains also a review of the relation between free and
Boolean cumulants.
In Section 3 we prove Lemma 1.1 about alternating products of free random variables. We
also discuss expansions of free additive and multiplicative subordination functions announced
in Corollary 1.2.
Section 4 contains a proof of Theorem 1.3.
In Section 5 we describe how one can use Theorem 1.3 to calculate the distribution of X `
fpXqY f˚pXq, which amounts to a proof of Corollary 1.4. We finish this section with some
explicit examples.
In Section 6 we calculate the distribution of X`XYX for free semicircular random variables
X, Y . There is no explicit formula for the Cauchy transform, indeed it is an algebraic function,
satisfying an algebraic equation of order 11. This example can serve as a template for the
calculation of an algebraic equation satisfied the the Cauchy transform of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq,
starting from a polynomial f and free random variables X and Y both having algebraic Cauchy
transforms.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to V. Vasilchuk for discussions at an early stage of this
project. He contributed an independent random matrix proof [24] of the algorithm developed
in section 5 below.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we give a brief introduction to free probability. We mention only notions and
facts that are needed in the present paper. For detailed introductions we refer to [28, 21, 20].
2.1. Free independence. We will work in the framework of finite von Neumann algebras,
thus we assume that we are given a von Neumann algebra A and a faithful, normal, tracial
state ϕ. We will refer to the pair pA, ϕq as a non-commutative probability space or ncps for
short. Given such a pair Voiculescu defined in [27] a new notion of independence called freeness
(or free independence).
Definition 2.1. We say that subalgebras pAiqiPI of the ncps A are free if
ϕ pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ 0
whenever the random variables ak, k “ 1, 2, . . . , n are centered with respect to ϕ, i.e., ϕ pakq “
0, and neighbouring random variables come from different subalgebras, that is ak P Aik for
k “ 1, 2, . . . , n with ij ‰ ij`1 for j “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1.
The above condition allows to calculate mixed moments of free random variables in terms of
marginal ones, however the resulting expressions for mixed moments are rather complicated.
It is thus more convenient to work with the so-called free cumulants [21, Lecture 11], which we
now discuss briefly together with some of the properties which are useful in the following. Free
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noncrossing interval irreducible
Figure 1. Partition diagrams
cumulants are defined using the lattice of non-crossing partitions and have the advantage that
freeness can be characterized by vanishing of mixed free cumulants.
2.2. Set partitions. A partition of the set rns “ t1, . . . , nu is a set pi “ tA1, . . . , Aku of disjoint
nonempty subsets such that
Ťk
i“1Ai “ t1, . . . , nu. The sets A1, . . . , Ak are called the blocks of
pi and we write i „pi j to mean that i, j P rns are in the same block of pi. We equip it with a
lattice structure by defining a partial order ď where we define pi ď σ if for every block A P pi
there is a block B P σ such that A Ď B. The maximal element in this lattice is the partition
consisting of only one block and it is denoted by 1ˆn. It is customary to depict partitions as
diagrams of the kind shown in Fig. 1.
We will work with two sublattices, namely the lattices of noncrossing partitions and interval
partitions.
A partition pi is called noncrossing if any ordered quadruple p1 ă q1 ă p2 ă q2 cannot satisfy
p1 „pi p2 and q1 „pi q2 unless p1, p2, q1, q2 are in the same block of pi.
We denote the set of all non-crossing partitions of rns by NC pnq and it can be shown that
the restriction of the partial order defined above turns it into a sublattice.
An interval partition is a partition pi of rns such that every block is an interval, i.e., i „pi k
and i ă j ă k then i, j, k are in the same block of pi. The set of all interval partitions is denoted
by Intpnq. Again the restriction of the partial order defined above turns it into a sublattice.
2.3. Another partial order on noncrossing partitions. The lattice of interval partitions
Intpnq is a sublattice of the lattice of noncrossing partitions NC pnq. We can thus define the
interval closure pˆi P Intpnq of a noncrossing partition pi P NC pnq as the smallest interval
partition which dominates pi.
A noncrossing partition pi P NC pnq is called irreducible if pˆi “ 1ˆn; combinatorially this means
that pi is irreducible if 1 „pi n. We denote the set of irreducible noncrossing partitions by
NC irrpnq. Any partition can be written uniquely as a concatenation of irreducible partitions.
For example, the first partition in Fig. 1 is the concatenation pi “ pi1pi2pi3 where pi1 “ ,
pi2 “ and pi3 “ .
Belinschi and Nica [5] defined a coarsening of the usual partial order on noncrossing partitions
by defining pi ! σ if and only if pi ď σ and for any block B P σ there is a block C P pi such that
minpBq “ minpCq and maxpBq “ maxpCq. That is, if for every block S P σ the restrictions of
pi|S is irreducible. In particular a partition pi is irreducible if and only if pi ! 1ˆn.
2.4. Free cumulants. Using the lattice of non-crossing partitions one can define the so called
free cumulants κn. To do so we introduce the following notation. Given a sequence of multilinear
functionals an : An ÞÑ C, n “ 1, 2, . . . , and a partition pi of rns we define the partitioned
functional api by setting
apipX1, . . . , Xnq “
ź
BPpi
a|B|
`
X1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xn|B
˘
,
where
a|B|
`
X1, . . . , Xn|B
˘ “ a|B| pXi; i P Bq .
Then the free cumulants are uniquely determined by the recursive equations
(2.1) ϕpX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnq “
ÿ
piPNC pnq
κpipX1, . . . , Xnq.
More generally we then have
ϕσpX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnq “
ÿ
piPNC pnq
piďσ
κpipX1, . . . , Xnq
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where
ϕnpX1, . . . , Xnq “ ϕpX1X2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnq.
It turns out that freeness can be characterized in terms of free cumulants as follows [21, The-
orem 11.16]: Subalgebras Ai Ď A are free if κk pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq “ 0 whenever n ě 2, each Xj
lies in one of the subalgebras and at least two different subalgebras appear.
2.5. Boolean cumulants. Boolean cumulants are defined analogously by replacing the lattice
of noncrossing partitions in (2.1) by the lattice of interval partitions:
(2.2) ϕpX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnq “
ÿ
piPIntpnq
βpipX1, . . . , Xnq.
The vanishing of Boolean cumulants characterizes another instance of non-commutative inde-
pendence called Boolean independence. In the present paper we are not interested in Boolean
independence and therefore skip the definition. One of our main results is that Boolean cumu-
lants are appear naturally in calculation of conditional expectations of functions of free random
variables.
2.6. Relation between free and Boolean cumulants. It follows from the Mo¨bius inversion
formula that free and Boolean cumulants determine each other and there is an explicit formula,
see [19, 5, 1]:
(2.3) βnpX1, . . . , Xnq “
ÿ
piPNC irr pnq
κpipX1, . . . , Xnq
and more generally for pi P NCpnq
βpipX1, . . . , Xnq “
ÿ
ρPNC pnq
ρ!pi
κρpX1, . . . , Xnq.
2.7. Kreweras complements. Kreweras [18] discovered an interesting antiisomorphism of
the lattice NC pnq which is now called the Kreweras complementation map. For the analysis
of non-crossing partitions it will be convenient to consider all three variants of the Kreweras
complement as introduced in [14]. Given a noncrossing partition pi of t1, 2, . . . , nu, the left Krew-
eras complement
à
Kppiq (shorthand àpi) is the maximal noncrossing partition of the ordered set
t1¯, 2¯, . . . , n¯u such that piYàpi is a noncrossing partition of the interlaced set t1¯, 1, 2¯, 2, . . . , n¯, nu.
Similarly, the right Kreweras complement
á
Kppiq “ ápi is the maximal noncrossing partition of
the ordered set t1¯, 2¯, . . . , n¯u such that pi Y ápi is a noncrossing partition of the interlaced set
t1, 1¯, 2, 2¯, . . . , n, n¯u. It is then clear that áK ˝ àK “ àK ˝ áK “ id and it can be shown that
(2.4) |ápi | “ |àpi | “ n` 1´|pi| .
Finally we define the extended Kreweras complement Êpi to be the maximal noncrossing parti-
tion of the ordered set t0¯, 1¯, . . . , n¯u such that pi Y Êpi is a noncrossing partition of the interlaced
set t0¯, 1, 1¯, 2, 2¯, . . . , n, n¯u. Thus Êpi can be obtained by joining 0¯ to the last block of ápi , i.e.,
the block containing n¯, or by joining n ` 1 to the first block of àpi and the resulting parti-
tion is irreducible. Thus ËK : NC pnq Ñ NC irrpn ` 1q is a bijection and and we denote its
inverse by qK : NC irrpn ` 1q Ñ NC pnq. We exceptionally include the case n “ 0 here and use
the convention Ëtu “ , i.e., the singleton is the extended Kreweras complement of the empty
partition.
We will make use of the following observation from [14].
Lemma 2.2. Let pi P NC pnq and B “ tj1, j2, . . . , jp “ nu be its last block. Let pi1, pi2, . . . , pip
be the restrictions of pi to the maximal intervals of t1, 2, . . . , nuzB as shown in the following
picture:
pi1 pi2 pi3 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
pip
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Then the left Kreweras complement of pi is the concatenation of the extended Kreweras comple-
ments of the subpartitions pij:
àpi “ Ëpi1 Ëpi2 ¨ ¨ ¨Ëpip.
2.8. Generating functions. The combinatorial relations discussed above give rise to func-
tional relations between various generating functions. In the present paper the following func-
tions will play a role.
1. The moment generating function of a random variable X is the function
ψXpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
ϕpXnqzn.
2. In the algebraic computations of Section 6 it will be more convenient to consider the aug-
mented moment generating function
MXpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
ϕpXnqzn “ 1` ψXpzq.
3. The Boolean cumulant generating function
ηXpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
βnpXqzn
satisfies the relation
MXpzq “ 1
1´ ηXpzq
i.e.,
ηXpzq “ ψXpzq
1` ψXpzq .
4. The shifted Boolean cumulant generating function
(2.5) η˜Xpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
βnpXqzn´1 “ ηXpzq
z
.
5. Given two random variables X and Y , the alternating Boolean cumulant generating function
(2.6) ηYXpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY,X, Y,X, . . . , X, Y qz2n`1
will play a central role. As we shall see below (see Corollary 3.4), it is essentially the
multiplicative subordination function (1.11).
2.9. Conditional expectations in von Neumann algebras. In this subsection we briefly
recall the notion of conditional expectation in von Neumann algebras. For more details we refer
to [23].
Assume that pA, ϕq is a W ˚-probability spaces, that is A is a finite von Neumann algebra
and ϕ a faithful, normal, tracial state. Then for any von Neumann subalgebra B Ă A there
exists a faithful, normal projection EB : A Ñ B, called the conditional expectation onto the
subalgebra B with respect to ϕ, such that ϕ ˝ EB “ ϕ. It is a unital B-module map, i.e.,
EBpY1XY2q “ Y1EBpXqY2, for all X P A and Y1, Y2 P B. If X P A is self-adjoint then EBpXq
defines a unique self-adjoint element in B. For X P A by EX we denote conditional expectation
given von Neumann subalgebra B generated by X and IA. In other words, EBpXq it the unique
element Z P B such that for any Y P B one has ϕpXY q “ ϕpZY q.
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3. Boolean cumulants and subordination functions
In this section we prove a lemma which plays a crucial role in this paper. It is essentially
the same as Biane’s subordination result for free multiplicative convolution [8, Proposition 3.6],
however we give the full proof here, using terminology which currently is standard. In addition
we reveal a combinatorial interpretation of the subordination function in terms of Boolean
cumulants, which was not of interest in [8], but which provides combinatorial information
about the subordination function which is essential in the sequel. For another interpretation
of the subordination function as generating function of certain “taboo” probabilities in the
context of random walks see [31, Proposition 4]. We also present a sketch of an alternative
proof which uses recent characterization of freeness in terms of Boolean cumulants given in
[15, 17]. We then use this lemma to give a precise formula for the conditional expectation of
certain resolvents.
3.1. Yet another formula for expectations of free random variables. First we expand
an alternating joint moment of two free families in terms of moments of the first and joint
Boolean cumulants.
Lemma 3.1. Let pX1, . . . , Xnq and pY1, . . . , Ynq be mutually free families in an ncps pA, ϕq,
then
ϕ pX1Y1 . . . XnYnq “
n´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
0ăi1ă...ăikăn
ϕ
`
Yi1 . . . YikYn
˘ kź
j“0
β2pij`1´ijq´1pXij`1, Yij`1, . . . , Xij`1q,
(3.1)
where in the above sum for each fixed sequence 0 ă i1 ă . . . ă ik ă n we fix i0 “ 0 and ik`1 “ n.
Proof 1 – following Biane’s proof from [8]. By the definition of free cumulants we have
(3.2) ϕ pX1Y1 . . . XnYnq “
ÿ
piPNC p2nq
κpipX1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . , Xn, Ynq.
Since tX1, . . . , Xnu and tY1, . . . , Ynu are assumed free the only partitions which contribute to
the above sum are those which can be written as pi “ pi1Y pi2, where pi1 and pi2 are noncrossing
partitions on the odd positions and the even positions, respectively; i.e., pi1 P NC pt1, 3, . . . , 2n´
1uq and pi2 P NC pt2, 4, . . . , 2nuq. Observe that by the very definition of the right Kreweras
complement, given such a partition pi1, the partitions pi2 for which pi “ pi1 Y pi2 is noncrossing
are exactly those partitions satisfying pi2 ď áKppi1q. This observation allows us to rewrite
equation (3.2) as follows.
“
ÿ
pi1PNC pnq
κpi1pX1, . . . , Xnq
ÿ
pi2ďáKppi1q
κpi2pY1, . . . , Ynq
“
ÿ
pi1PNC pnq
κpi1pX1, . . . , XnqϕáKppi1qpY1, . . . , Ynq.
We can now rearrange this sum by applying the left Kreweras complement ρ “ áKppi1q and we
have
“
ÿ
ρPNC pnq
κàKpρqpX1, . . . , XnqϕρpY1, . . . , Ynq
We now condition the terms of this sum according to the last block, i.e., the block containing
n
“
ÿ
BQn
ÿ
ρPNC pnq
ρQB
κàKpρqpX1, . . . , XnqϕρpY1, . . . , Ynq,(3.3)
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Let us now fix the block B, say B “ ti1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ik ă nu, and consider the corresponding
part of the sum (3.3) separately. Any partition ρ P NC pnq such that B P ρ has the form
ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
ρk
and we infer from Lemma 2.2 that
à
Kpρq “ ËKpρ0q ËKpρ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ËKpρkq. Fixing a block B, the
corresponding part of the sum (3.3) is
(3.4)
ÿ
ρPNC pnq
BPρ
κàKpρqpX1, . . . , XnqϕρpY1, . . . , Ynq
“ ϕpYi1Yi2 ¨ ¨ ¨YikYnq
ÿ
ρ0PNC pi1´1q
ρ1PNC pi2´i1´1q
...
ρkPNC pn´ik´1q
kź
m“0
κËρmpXim`1, . . . , Xim`1qϕρmpYim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1q
Here we use the conventions that i0 “ 0, ik`1 “ n and in the case where ij`1 “ ij ` 1 (i.e., ρj
is empty) we understand that the corresponding ϕρj “ 1 and κÁρjpXj`1q “ κ1pXj`1q. Since the
sum for each ρk is independent from the remaining ρ’s we get that (3.4) equals
(3.5) “ ϕpYi1 , . . . , Ynq
kź
m“0
ÿ
ρmPNC pim`1´im´1q
κËρmpXim`1, . . . , Xim`1qϕρmpYim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1q.
Next we observe that each factor yields naturally a Boolean cumulant, indeed using formula
(2.3) we get ÿ
ρmPNC pim`1´im´1q
κËρmpXim`1, . . . , Xim`1qϕρmpYim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1q
“
ÿ
σPNC irr pim`1´imq
κσpXim`1, . . . , Xim`1qϕqσpYim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1q
“
ÿ
σPNC irr pim`1´imq
ÿ
ρďqσ κσpXim`1, . . . , Xim`1qκρpYim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1q
“
ÿ
piPNC irr p2pim`1´imq´1q
κpipXim`1, Yim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1, Xim`1q
“ β2pim`1´imq´1pXim`1, Yim`1, . . . , Yim`1´1, Xim`1q.
To complete the proof observe that in equation (3.1) the double sum
řn
k“1
ř
1ďi1ă...ăikăn cor-
responds to the choice of the block B containing n. The first sum
řn
k“1 fixes the cardinality of
the block B and the sum
ř
1ďi1ă...ăikăn selects elements for this block. 
Sketch of a proof based on [15]. First observe that from [15, Theorem 1.2] it follows that a
mixed Boolean cumulant of tX1, . . . , Xnu and tY1, . . . , Ynu vanishes whenever the first variable
is free from the last one. Thus in the expansion
ϕ pX1Y1X2Y2 ¨ ¨ ¨XnYnq “
ÿ
piPIntp2nq
βpipX1, Y1, . . . , Xn, Ynq
all partitions with blocks starting from one of the X’s and ending at one of the Y ’s (or vice
versa) do not contribute.
Next we expand each block of βpipX1, Y1, . . . , Xn, Ynq according to [15, Theorem 1.2]. After
this expansion we reorganize the sum in the following way: we pick Yi1 , . . . , Yik , Yn and consider
only those partitions whose outer block contains exactly these Y ’s. Next we observe that
each such choice corresponds to an interval partition pi P Intpk ` 1q on Yi1 , . . . , Yik , Yn which
fixes the outer block. The final observation is the following: using Theorem 1.2 from [15] one
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can check that regardless if Yij and Yij`1 are in the same block or not, the sum restricted to
Xij`1, Yij`1, . . . , Xij`1 always gives
β2pij`1´ijq´1pXij`1, Yij`1, . . . , Xij`1q.
On the other hand summing over all choices of interval partitions on Yi1 , . . . , Yik , Yn (corre-
sponding to outer blocks of Y ’s) we get
ϕ
`
Yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨YikYn
˘
,
which completes the proof. 
3.2. A formula for conditional expectations of resolvents. The next lemma is the main
result of this section.
Lemma 3.2. Let pA, ϕq be an NCPS and B Ď A a subalgebra. Assume that an element Y P A
is free from B and pick an element X P B such that ‖Y ‖‖X‖ ă 1{5. Then the conditional
expectation of the resolvent p1´ Y Xq´1Y is a resolvent again; more precisely
Eϕ
“p1´ Y Xq´1Y |B‰ “ ηYXp1qp1´ ηYXp1qXq´1,(3.6)
where ηYXpzq is the generating function (2.6) of alternating Boolean cumulants.
Proof. Let us first record the simple estimate
ˇˇ
β2n`1pY,X, . . . , X, Y q
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
piPIntp2n`1q
p´1q|pi|`1ϕpipY,X, . . . , X, Y q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď 22n‖Y ‖n`1‖X‖n .
Together with our assumption ‖X‖‖Y ‖ ă 1{5 this implies that the series for ηYXpzq converges
at z “ 1 and moreover the estimate |ηYXp1q| ď ‖Y ‖1´4‖Y ‖‖X‖ holds.
The series p1 ´ Y Xq´1 “ ř8n“0pY Xqn converges absolutely and all we need to calculate
are the B-valued moments Eϕ
“pY XqnY |B‰. To this end we pick some element H from B and
expand the moment into free cumulants
ϕ
`pY XqnY H˘ “ ÿ
piPNC p2n`2q
κpipY,X, Y, . . . , X, Y,Hq.
Now we apply Lemma 3.1 and obtain
(3.7) ϕ
`pY XqnY H˘ “ nÿ
k“0
ÿ
0ăi1ă...ăikăn`1
ϕ
´
XkH
¯ kź
j“0
β2pij`1´ijq´1pY,X, . . . , Y q,
Since |ηYXp1q| ď ‖Y ‖1´4‖Y ‖‖X‖ , and‖X‖‖Y ‖ ă 1{5 we have
∥∥∥ηYXp1qX∥∥∥ ă 1 we can sum the identity
(3.7) over n ě 0 and obtain
ϕ
`p1´ Y Xq´1Y H˘ “ ϕ´p1´ ηYXp1qXq´1H¯ ηYXp1q
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Corollary 3.3. In the setting of Lemma 3.2,
Eϕ
“p1´XY q´1X|B‰ “ Xp1´ ηYXp1qXq´1.(3.8)
Proof. The proof consists of a rearrangement of the formula in terms of the previous one:
Erp1´XY q´1X|Bs “ ErXp1´ Y Xq´1|Bs
“ XEr1` p1´ Y Xq´1Y X|Bs
“ X `XErp1´ Y Xq´1Y |BsX
“ X `XηYXp1qp1´ ηYX,Y p1qXq´1X
“ Xp1` p1´ ηYXp1qXq´1ηYXp1qX
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“ Xp1´ ηYXp1qXq´1

3.3. Subordination for multiplicative and additive free convolutions. We finish this
section by showing how subordination of free additive and multiplicative convolution may be
deduced from Lemma 3.2. For the multiplicative convolution this is straightforward, however
our approach to additive convolution (Example 5.2 below) seems to be new. In the next
section we will generalize this observation and obtain a method of calculating the distribution
of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq, for X, Y free.
Corollary 3.4 (Subordination for multiplicative free convolution). Let T be free from B, S P B
and assume that both S and T are positive. Then for small z the multiplicative subordination
function from (1.11) is given by the convergent series
F pzq “ ηzTS p1q(3.9)
“
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pT, S, . . . , S, T qzn`1.(3.10)
Consequently, the alternating Boolean cumulant generating function (2.6) is given by
(3.11) ηYXpzq “ 1zF pz
2q.
Proof. Substitute X “ S and Y “ zT into equation (3.6) for z P CzR`. After multiplying both
sides by S from the left one gets
Eϕ
“p1´ zST q´1zST |B‰ “ ηzTS p1qSp1´ ηzTS p1qSq´1.
Applying ϕ to both sides of the above equation we get the following relation for the moment
generating functions:
(3.12) ψST pzq “ ψSpηzTS p1qq.
On the other hand we know from [8] that there is a unique analytic function ω on CzR`
satisfying the relation
ψST pzq “ ψSpωpzqq.
The function ω is called the multiplicative subordination function and since for |z| small the
series
(3.13) ηzTS p1q “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pT, S, . . . , S, T qzn`1,
converges, we conclude that the multiplicative subordination function ωpzq is its analytic con-
tinuation. 
Corollary 3.5 (Subordination for additive free convolution). Let X and Y be free, then for
large z the subordination function ω1pzq from (1.5) is given by the convergent series
(3.14) ω1pzq “ z ´
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, pz ´Xq´1, Y, . . . , pz ´Xq´1, Y q.
Proof. Observe that
(3.15) pz ´X ´ Y q´1 “ `1´ pz ´ Y q´1X˘´1 pz ´ Y q´1.
Thus for z large enough we can apply Lemma 3.2 and get
Eϕ
“pz ´X ´ Y q´1|B‰ “ pz ´ ηYpz´Xq´1p1q ´Xq´1.
Applying ϕ to both sides of the above equation we get that
GX`Y pzq “ GX
´
z ´ ηYpz´Xq´1p1q
¯
,
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where
ηYpz´Xq´1psq “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, pz ´Xq´1, Y, . . . , pz ´Xq´1, Ylooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
2n` 1 variables
qs2n`1.
This means that the additive subordination function ω1 is an analytic continuation of the
function H defined in some neighbourhood of infinity by the convergent series
Hpzq “ z ´
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, pz ´Xq´1, Y, . . . , pz ´Xq´1, Ylooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
2n` 1 variables
q.

4. Subordination for X ` fpXqY f˚pXq
In this section we show a new subordination result for free convolutions, namely an explicit
formula for conditional expectation of the resolvent of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq for arbitrary Borel
functions f . We also present a method to determine the subordination function enabling us to
calculate explicitly the distribution of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq.
Theorem 4.1. Let X, Y be free, and f be a bounded Borel function on the spectrum of X, then
there exists a function δ such that
(i) The function δpzq is a subordination function in the sense that
(4.1) Eϕ
„`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB “ `z ´X ´ δpzqfpXqf˚pXq˘´1 .
(ii) The function δ : C` ÞÑ C´ is analytic and has nontangential limit
?- lim
zÑ8
δpzq
z
“ 0.
(iii) The functional equation
(4.2) ψfpXqpz´Xq´1fpXq˚Y p1q “ ψfpXqpz´Xq´1fpXq˚
`
δpzq˘
holds.
(iv) Equivalently, the function δpzq satisfies the fixed point equation
(4.3) rηY `rηfpXqpz´Xq´1fpXq˚pδpzqq˘ “ δpzq,
where rηpzq is the shifted Boolean cumulant generating function (2.5).
(v) The function δ is uniquely determined by (ii) and (iii), and by (ii) and (iv), respectively.
We split the proof of the above theorem into several propositions. First we establish (i).
Proposition 4.2. Let X, Y be free, bounded, and f be a bounded Borel function on the spectrum
of X, then for |z| large enough, there exists a function δ such that
Eϕ
„`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB “ `z ´X ´ δpzqfpXqf˚pXq˘´1 .
Proof. We start with a resolvent identity`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1
“ pz ´Xq´1 ` `z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1fpXqY f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1
“ pz ´Xq´1 ` pz ´Xq´1 `1´ fpXqY f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1˘´1 fpXqY f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1
“ pz ´Xq´1 ` pz ´Xq´1fpXq `1´ Y f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq˘´1 Y f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1
where we used the identity
fpXq `1´ Y f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq˘´1 “ `1´ fpXqY f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1˘´1 fpXq,
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which is immediate to verify. Now we apply the conditional expectation and obtain
Eϕ
„`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB
“ pz ´Xq´1 ` pz ´Xq´1fpXqEϕ
„`
1´ Y f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq˘´1 Y ˇˇˇB f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1.
In this form Lemma 3.2 is applicable and yields
Eϕ
„`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB
“ pz ´Xq´1 ` pz ´Xq´1fpXqδpzq `1´ δpzqfpXqpz ´Xq´1f˚pXq˘´1 f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1
“ pz ´X ´ δpzqfpXqf˚pXqq´1,
where δ is the function given by
(4.4)
δpzq “ ηYf˚pXqpz´Xq´1fpXqp1q
“
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq, Y, . . . , f˚pXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq, Y q

Although the next proof follows closely the ideas of [8, Section 3.3] we include the details
here the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 4.3. A be a finite von Neumann algebra, B Ď A a von Neumann subalgebra and E
the conditional expectation. Then for any normal element X P A the spectrum of ErX|Bs is
contained in the closed convex hull of the spectrum of X.
Proof. The spectrum of any operator X is contained in its numerical range
W pXq “ txXξ, ξy | ξ P H,‖ξ‖ “ 1u
and for a normal element the numerical range is actually equal to the convex hull of the
spectrum. Therefore it suffices to show that the numerical range of ErX|Bs is contained in the
numerical range of X. Let P pzq be the spectral resolution of X, then we can write
ErX|Bs “
ż
σpXq
zErdP pzq|Bs
and thus
xErX|Bsξ, ξy “
ż
σpXq
zxErdP pzq|Bsξ, ξy.
Now the map µpBq “ xErP pBq|Bsξ, ξy is a probability measure (σ-additivity follows from
normality of E) and the claim follows. 
Proposition 4.4. Given free random variables X, Y and a bounded Borel function f on the
spectrum of X, the identity (4.1) holds for all z P CzR.
Proof. First observe that the function
`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 is analytic for z P CzR and
has an absolutely convergent series expansion in every point. Applying the contractive map
E
`¨|B˘ to the series expansion decreases the norm of the operator coefficients and thus hpzq “
E
ˆ`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB˙ is an analytic function for z P CzR as well. Moreover
functional calculus implies that hpzq˚ “ hpzq.
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Next we show that hpzq “ Eϕ
„`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 ˇˇˇB is a normal operator for all
z P CzR. This follows from the fact that the set!
z
ˇˇˇ Bk
Bzk
Bl
Bzl
`
hpzqhpzq ´ hpzqhpzq˘ “ 0 for all k, l ě 0)
is open and closed. Indeed it is closed as a countable intersection of closed sets. To see that it
is open, consider the expansion of h at z “ z0. The equation above implies that the coefficients
of zk and zl commute, so they commute for all z in the radius of convergence of this series.
The resolvent
`
z ´X ´ fpXqY f˚pXq˘´1 is a bounded normal operator, indeed its spectrum
is a compact subset of the open disk with diameter p0,´ i
Impzqq, i.e., the disk of radius 12 Im z
centered at ´ i
2 Im z
. Now by Lemma 4.3 for any Z the spectrum of EϕrZ|Bs is contained in the
convex hull of the spectrum of Z and consequently the spectrum of hpzq is bounded away from
0 and contained in the disk with diameter p0,´ i
Impzqq.
From the reasonings above we conclude that hpzq is invertible and the spectrum of its inverse
h´1pzq is contained in the half plane above the line y “ Impzq. Since for z large enough we
have h´1pzq “ z ´ X ´ δpzqfpXqf˚pXq if follows that Impδpzqq ă 0. Now take any vector ξ
such that f˚pXqfpXqξ ‰ 0, then
δpzq “ zxξ, ξy ´ xXξ, ξy ´ xh
´1pzqξ, ξy
‖f˚pXqξ‖ .
extends the function δpzq to CzR. Define
ρpzq “ hpzq´1 `X ` δpzqfpXqf˚pXq.
By Proposition 4.2 for |z| large enough we have ρpzq “ δpzqI and since ρpzq depends analytically
on z, it follows by analytic continuation that ρpzq is a multiple of the identity for all z P CzR.
We have ρpzq “ δpzqI, where δ is analytic continuation of the function appearing in Propo-
sition 4.2 and the same argument as before shows that we have again Impδpzqq ă 0 for
Impzq ą 0. 
Proposition 4.5. The function δpzq grows sublinearly in any nontangential sector, i.e.,
?- lim
|z|Ñ8
δpzq
z
“ 0
Proof. Since E p¨q maps the von Neumann algebra generated by X ` Y to the von Neumann
algebra generated by X, there is a Feller-Markov kernel kpx, duq such thatż
R
1
z ´ ukpx, duq “
1
z ´ x´ δpzq|fpxq|2
see [12, chap. IX, The´ore`me 9]. Thus the right hand side is a Cauchy transform and its
nontangential limit (1.1) is
?- lim
zÑ8
z ´ x´ δpzq|fpxq|2
z
“ 1
Hence the asymptotic behaviour of δpzq is described by the nontangential limit
?- lim
zÑ8
δpzq
z
“ 0.

Proposition 4.6. The function δpzq is uniquely determined by the properties (ii) and (iii) of
Theorem 4.1 for |z| large enough.
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Proof. From (4.4) and Corollary 3.4 it follows that in some neighbourhood of infinity δpzq
satisfies the equation
(4.5) ψfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqY p1q “ ψfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq.
By analytic continuation we conclude that this equation holds for z P CzR. We will show that
for |z| large enough the above equation determines δpzq uniquely. From [16, Proposition 3.2]
we infer that for any T (not necessarily self-adjoint) with expectation ϕpT q ‰ 0 the moment
generating function ψT is injective on the set"
z : |z| ă |ϕpT q|
4‖T‖2
*
(4.6)
and the image contains "
z : |z| ă |ϕpT q|
2
6‖T‖2
*
.(4.7)
We will use this result for the operator T “ F pz ´Xq´1F ˚, where here and in the following
we abbreviate F “ fpXq, to show that equation (4.5) uniquely determines δpzq for large z. In
order to do so we shall prove that the lower bounds
(4.8)
∣∣∣ϕpF pz ´Xq´1F ˚q∣∣∣2
‖F pz ´Xq´1F ˚‖2 ě
1
4‖F‖4 and
∣∣∣ϕpF pz ´Xq´1F ˚q∣∣∣
|z| ‖F pz ´Xq´1F ˚‖2 ě
1
4‖F‖4
hold uniformly for |z| ą 2‖X‖ p1`‖F‖2q. To conclude, we argue that
(1) the values ψfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqY p1q are well defined and converge to 0 as |z| goes to infinity
and therefore they are contained in the ball (4.7) for large |z|.
(2) The quotient that δpzq{z Ñ 0 as z Ñ 8 and therefore the values δpzq are contained in
the ball (4.6) for large |z|.
Let us first estimate the quotient
|ϕpT q|
‖T‖ . Observe that for |z| ą‖X‖ we can expand∣∣∣ϕ`pz ´Xq´1FF ˚˘∣∣∣ “ 1|z|
∣∣∣∣ϕ´`1´ z´1X˘´1 FF ˚¯∣∣∣∣
“ 1|z|
∣∣∣∣∣
8ÿ
n“1
1
zn
ϕ pXnFF ˚q
∣∣∣∣∣
ě 1|z|
ˆ
1´
8ÿ
n“1
1
|z|n‖X‖
n‖F‖2
˙
“ 1|z|
˜
1´ ‖X‖‖F‖
2
|z|´‖X‖
¸
.
On the other hand for |z| ą‖X‖ we have
(4.9)
∥∥∥pz ´Xq´1FF ˚∥∥∥ “ 1|z|
∥∥∥∥`1´ z´1X˘´1 FF ˚∥∥∥∥ ď 1|z| 8ÿ
n“0
‖X‖n
|z|n ‖F‖
2 “ ‖F‖
2
|z|´‖X‖ .
Thus for |z| ą‖X‖ we can estimate∣∣∣ϕ`pz ´Xq´1FF ˚˘∣∣∣
‖pz ´Xq´1FF ˚‖ ě
1
|z|
¨˝
1´ ‖X‖‖F‖2|z| ‖´X‖
‖F‖2
|z| ‖´X‖
‚˛“ 1‖F‖2
˜
1´ ‖X‖ p1`‖F‖
2q
|z|
¸
(4.10)
and consequently for |z| ą 2‖X‖ p1`‖F‖2q we have the lower bound∣∣∣ϕ`pz ´Xq´1 FF ˚˘∣∣∣
‖pz ´Xq´1FF ˚‖ ě
1
2‖F‖2 .
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The first bound in (4.8) is an immediate consequence of this estimate. On the other hand,
for |z| ą 2‖X‖ p1`‖F‖2q we can use (4.9) to estimate
|z|
∥∥∥pz ´Xq´1FF ˚∥∥∥ ď ‖F‖2
1´ ‖X‖|z|
ď ‖F‖
2
1´ 1
2p1 ‖`F‖2q
ď 2‖F‖2
and the second bound in (4.8) follows.

Proposition 4.7. The function δpzq is uniquely determined by properties (ii) and (iv) of The-
orem 4.1.
Proof. We have
ψfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqY p1q “ ψfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq.
Since ηUpzq “ ψUpzq{p1` ψUpzqq we have equivalently
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqY p1q “ ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq.
Thus one gets
1 “ ηx´1yfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqY
`
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq
˘
.
Recall from (1.10) that for U, V free we have η
x´1y
UV “ η
x´1y
U η
x´1y
V
z
and thus
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq “ δpzqηx´1yY
`
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq
˘
.
So finally we obtain the desired fixed point equation
ηY
ˆ
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq
δpzq
˙
ηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpδpzqq
δpzq
“ δpzq.
It is easy to see that δ satisfies (4.2) of Theorem if and only if it satisfies (4.3) and this finishes
the proof. 
5. Distribution of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq and its relation to free convolutions
5.1. An algorithm. The results of the previous section yields the following effective method
of calculating explicitly the distribution of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq for any Borel function f .
Theorem 5.1. Let X and Y be free selfadjoint random variables. Then the following procedure
yields the Cauchy transform of X ` fpXqY f˚pXq.
1. Calculate the moment generating function of fpXqpz ´Xq´1fpXq˚
(5.1) ψfpXqpz´Xq´1fpXq˚psq “
ż
sx
1´ s|fpxq|
2
z´x
dµpxq
2. Calculate the shifted Boolean cumulant generating functions rηY psq and rηfpXqpz´Xq´1f˚pXqpsq
according to (2.5).
3. Solve the fixed point equation (4.3) or the equivalent equation
(5.2) rηfpXqpz´Xq´1fpXq˚pδpzqq “ rη´1Y pδpzqq.
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4. Evaluate the integral
(5.3) GX`fpXqY f˚pXqpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ x´ δpzq|fpxq|2dµpxq,
where δpzq is determined as it is described in Theorem 4.1.
Proof. The steps of the algorithm can be extracted directly from Theorem 4.1. The final
equation follows by applying ϕ to both sides of (i). 
In the remainder of this section we discuss the relation of our procedure to previously known
methods of calculating free convolutions: In the case f ” 1 one recovers additive convolution
and for positive X and fpxq “ ?x the operation which we consider is equivalent to the multi-
plicative free convolution of X and Y ` 1. We show that in the additive case the fixed point
equation from Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to the fixed point equations found in [3]. We finish
this section with examples of explicit calculations using our method. In the examples computed
below and in Section 6 it will turn out that in practice equation (5.2) is more accessible than
equation (4.3).
5.2. Fixed point equations for additive free convolution. We return to the question of
subordination for additive free convolution and show how it can be derived as a special case. In
addition we show how the fixed point equation [3, Theorem 4.1] can be derived as a consequence
of the fixed point equation (4.3).
Example 5.2. Given free random variables X and Y we observed in Corollary 3.5 that
GX`Y pzq “ GX
´
z ´ ηYpz´Xq´1p1q
¯
,
where
ηYpz´Xq´1psq “
8ÿ
n“0
β2n`1pY, pz ´Xq´1, Y, . . . , pz ´Xq´1, Y qs2n`1.
This implies that one can find the free additive convolution of X and Y , by calculating the free
multiplicative convolution of Y and pz ´ Xq´1 for z in some neighbourhood of infinity. More
precisely one can find the function ηYpz´Xq´1p1q as a subordination function of free multiplicative
convolution of Y and pz ´Xq´1.
Next we will verify that the fact that δ satisfies equation (4.3) of Theorem 4.1 with f ” 1.
Then z ´ δpzq satisfies the fixed point equation of the subordination function. First we note
that rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqq “ ψpz´Xq´1pδpzqq
δpzq `1` ψpz´Xq´1pδpzqq˘
and
ψpz´Xq´1psq “
ż
R
spz ´ xq´1
1´ spz ´ xq´1dµXpxq “ sGXpz ´ sq,
thus
(5.4) rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqq “ GXpz ´ δpzqq
1` δpzqGXpz ´ δpzqq .
On the other hand
rηY psq “ ψY psq
sp1` ψY psqq “
1
s
GY
`
1
s
˘´ 1
GY
`
1
s
˘ “ GY `1s˘´ s
sGY
`
1
s
˘
and hence the fixed point equation
δpzq “ rηY `rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqq˘
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becomes
δpzq “
GY
´
1rηpz´Xq´1 pδpzqq
¯
´ rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqq
rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqqGY ´ 1rηpz´Xq´1 pδpzqq¯ “
1rηpz´Xq´1pδpzqq ´ 1GY ´ 1rηpz´Xq´1 pδpzqq¯ .
Finally using (5.4) we get
δpzq “ δpzq ` 1
GXpz ´ δpzqq ´
1
GY
´
δpzq ` 1
GXpz´δpzqq
¯ .
With FUpzq “ 1GU pzq , we get
FXpz ´ δpzqq “ FY
`
δpzq ` FXpz ´ δpzqq
˘
.
It is straightforward fo check that with h1pλq “ FXpλq´λ, h2pλq “ FY pλq´λ and ωpzq “ z´δpzq
the above equation is equivalent to
ωpzq “ z ` h2pz ` h1pωpzqqq
which is exactly the fixed point equation for subordination function of the additive free convo-
lution found in the proof of [3, Theorem 4.1].
Remark 5.3. In a similar way the fixed point equation for the subordination function for the
free multiplicative convolution can be derived.
5.3. Example: Bernoulli laws. Next we determine with our method the free convolution of
the Bernoulli law 1{2 pδ´1 ` δ1q with itself.
Example 5.4. Let X, Y be free both distributed 1{2 pδ´1 ` δ1q. The relevant transforms are
GXpzq “ GY pzq “ z
z2 ´ 1 , ηXpzq “ ηY pzq “ z
2, ηpz´Xq´1psq “ spz ´ sq
1` zpz ´ sq(5.5)
From Example 5.2 it follows that
GX`Y pzq “ GX
´
z ´ ηYpz´Xq´1p1q
¯
,
Thus in order to calculate the distribution of X ` Y all we need to find is ηYpz´Xq´1p1q. On the
other hand from (3.12) we have the identity
ψpz´Xq´1Y p1q “ ψpz´Xq´1
´
ηYpz´Xq´1p1q
¯
which is equivalent to
ηpz´Xq´1Y p1q “ ηpz´Xq´1
´
ηYpz´Xq´1p1q
¯
,
hence we have
(5.6) ηYpz´Xq´1p1q “ ηx´1ypz´Xq´1
`
ηpz´Xq´1Y p1q
˘
Since pz ´Xq´1 and Y are free we have
η
x´1y
pz´Xq´1Y psq “ ηx´1ypz´Xq´1psqηx´1yY psq{s,
substituting s :“ ηpz´Xq´1psq we obtain
η
x´1y
pz´Xq´1Y
`
ηpz´Xq´1psq
˘ “ sηx´1yY `ηpz´Xq´1psq˘ {ηpz´Xq´1psq,
Observe that by (5.6) we have that ηYpz´Xq´1,Y p1q is the inverse at 1 of the LHS of the above
equation. Denoting λz “ ηYpz´Xq´1,Y p1q after simple transformations we get
ηY
˜
ηpz´Xq´1 pλzq
λz
¸
“ ηpz´Xq´1pλzq.
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Using (5.5) we get ˆ
λzpλz ´ zq
1` pλz ´ zqz
˙2
“ pλz ´ zq
1` pλz ´ zqz
From the relation GX`Y pzq “ GXpz ´ λzq we see that λz ‰ z and we can divide both sides by
pλz ´ zq{p1` pλz ´ zqzq. Solving the resulting equation we get
λz “ z ˘
?
z2 ´ 1
2
,
and we choose the branch for which λz{z Ñ 0 as z Ñ 8, thus λz “ z´
?
z2´1
2
. Finally after a
simple calculation we get
GX`Y pzq “ GXpz ´ λzq “ 1?
z2 ´ 4 .
Thus we recover the well known fact that X ` Y has the arcsine distribution.
5.4. Example: Free compression. For the next example we take free random variables P, Y
where P is a projection and Y has semicircular distribution and calculate the distribution of
P ` PY P . Since the distribution of P ` PY P is the same as the distribution of P p1 ` Y qP
one can find it using S-transform, so again the result is not new.
Example 5.5. Let P be a projection such that ϕpP q “ p ą 0 and assume that Y is free from
P and Y has Wigner semicircle law. We will calculate the distribution of P ` PY P . From
Theorem 5.1 we get that
(5.7) GP`PY P pzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ x´ δpzqxdµP pxq “
1´ p
z
` p
z ´ 1´ δpzq ,
where the function δ satisfies
(5.8) rηY `rηP pz´P q´1P pδpzqq˘ “ δpzq.
The Cauchy transform of the semicircle law satisfies the quadratic equationGY pzq2´zGY pzq`
1 “ 0 and a simple calculation shows that the shifted Boolean cumulant generating function
satisfies the quadratic equation
zrηpzq2 ´ rη ` z “ 0
or equivalently
(5.9)
rηY pzq
1` rηY pzq2 “ z.
On the other hand rηP pz´P q´1P psq “ p
z ´ 1´ sp1´ pq .
and together with (5.8) we get the equation
δpzq
1` δpzq2 “
p
z ´ 1´ δpzqp1´ pq .
The solution is
δpzq “ z ´ 1´
apz ´ 1q2 ´ 4p
2
,
and substituting this into (5.7) we finally get
GP`PY P pzq “ 1´ p
z
` z ´ 1´
apz ´ 1q2 ´ 4p
2
.
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6. Algebraic Cauchy transforms
In this section we study in detail an example which cannot be easily treated with previous
tools from free harmonic analysis. We assign to X and Y semicircle laws and consider the
simplest nontrivial function fpxq “ x. This example can serve as a template for an algo-
rithm which allows in principle to determine an explicit equation for the Cauchy transform of
X ` ppXqY p˚pXq for any polynomial p and for any pair of free random variables X, Y with
algebraic Cauchy transforms. The algorithm consists in careful application of classical tools
from algebraic geometry. We evaluate the Cauchy integrals implicitly and then eliminate aux-
iliary variables via resultants. In the final step the correct equation is selected using Newton
polygons [9, §8.3].
6.1. Resultants and Elimination. A basic tool for analyzing algebraic equations consists in
elimination, that is, computing projections of algebraic varieties to lower dimensions. There
are basically two algorithmic approaches to achieve this: Gro¨bner bases and resultants. We
stick to resultants here because they are well suited for small systems like ours and allow for
manageable step-by-step computations.
The basic problem of elimination can be boiled down to an iteration of the following question:
Given two polynomials fpxq and gpxq, do they have a common zero? The answer to this question
can be read off a certain polynomial in the coefficients of f and g called the resultant, which
can be obtained by a fraction free version of the Euclidean algorithm.
Theorem 6.1 ([11, §3.6], [10, Chapter 3],[22]). Given polynomials fpxq “ a0`a1x`¨ ¨ ¨`amxm
and gpxq “ b0 ` b1x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bnxn we define their resultant by
(6.1) Respf, gq “ anmbmn
ź
i,j
pξi ´ ηjq,
where ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξm and η1, η2, . . . , ηn are the roots of fpxq and gpxq, respectively. The resultant
has the following properties:
1. Respf, gq is an integer polynomial in the coefficients ai and bj.
2. Respf, gq “ 0 if and only if f and g have a nontrivial common factor.
3. There are polynomials Apxq and Bpxq such that Apxqfpxq `Bpxqgpxq “ Respf, gq.
4. Respf1f2, gq “ Respf1, gqRespf2, gq.
5. Respf, gq “ p´1qmn Respg, fq.
There are various methods to compute the resultant:
1. It is the determinant of the Sylvester matrix
(6.2) Respf, gq “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a0 b0
a1 a0 b1 b0
a2 a1
. . . b2 b1
. . .
... a2
. . . a0
... b2
. . . b0
am
...
. . . a1 bn
...
. . . b1
am a2 bn b2
. . .
...
. . .
...
am bn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2. Denote by Af “ Crxs{xfy the quotient ring and by Mg : Af Ñ Af the multiplication operator
MgrhsAf “ rghsAf . Then
(6.3) Respf, gq “ anm detMg.
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Equivalently, since the matrix Mx of multiplication by x with respect to the canonical basis
of Af is given by the companion matrix
Cf “
»—————–
0 0 . . . 0 ´a0{am
1 0 . . . 0 ´a1{am
0 1 . . . 0 ´a2{am
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 ´am´1{am
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
the resultant is
(6.4) Respf, gq “ anm det gpCf q
3. If f and g have the same degree m “ n then with
hpx, yq “ fpxqgpyq ´ fpyqgpxq
x´ y “
n´1ÿ
i,j“0
cijx
iyj
the resultant is equal to the Be´zout determinant
(6.5) Respf, gq “ detrcijsi,j“0,1,...,n´1
4. Assume m ě n, then the resultant can be computed by a variant of the Euclidean algorithm:
If fpxq “ qpxqgpxq ` rpxq, then
(6.6) Respf, gq “ p´1qmnbm´deg rpxqn Respg, rq
When applied to multivariate polynomials, i.e., when the coefficients of the polynomials
are polynomials in other variables themselves, resultants can be used to effectively eliminate
variables from systems of polynomial equations. In this case we will write Respf, g, xq to
emphasize which variable is to be eliminated.
Calculation of the resultant by hand is possible, but tedious, in particular when it is done
iteratively then the rapid growth of the resulting expressions makes it infeasible after a few
steps. Therefore these calculations are best left to a computer algebra system.
6.2. Arithmetics of algebraic numbers. Most of the equations we will encounter have no
explicit solution and we will work with implicit equations exclusively. The arithmetics are
similar to those of the field of algebraic numbers and can be done implicitly. More precisely,
given two algebraic numbers α and β and polynomials f and g such that fpαq “ 0 and gpβq “ 0,
the following table provides polynomial equations for α ˘ β, α ¨ β and 1{α:
α ` β : Respfpx´ yq, gpyq, yq(6.7a)
α ´ β : Respfpx` yq, gpyq, yq(6.7b)
α ¨ β : Respfpxyq, g˜pyq, yq(6.7c)
α{β : Respfpxyq, gpyq, yq(6.7d)
where g˜pyq “ gp1{yqyn is the reverse polynomial of a polynomial g of degree n. Its roots are
the reciprocals of the roots of g.
6.3. Partial fractions and Cauchy transforms. We will encounter integrals of the formż
ppxq
qpxq dµpxq
with rational integrands which can be evaluated in terms of the Cauchy transform Gµpzq.
Indeed, using divided differences we can perform a partial fraction expansion and obtain for
example
(6.8)
ż
α ` βx
pλ1 ´ xqpλ2 ´ xq dµpxq “ ´
pα ` βλ1qGµpλ1q ´ pα ` βλ2qGµpλ2q
λ1 ´ λ2
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6.4. Puiseux expansions. Resultants often yield reducible equations and in order to keep
the calculations manageable it is advisable to eliminate inessential factors at every step. In the
calculations below this turns out to be easy with the exception of the final equation, which has
three nontrivial factors. In order to sort out the correct branch it is necessary to study the
Puiseux expansions of the solutions [30, §4.3]. Let P px, yq be a bivariate polynomial over C and
denote its degree y by n. Then the fundamental theorem of algebra implies that for every x
where the leading coefficient does not vanish the equation P px, yq “ 0 has n solutions (counting
multiplicity) and if in addition at least one partial derivative of P px, yq does not vanish then
we can infer from the implicit function theorem that the solutions ypxq are holomorphic and
can be expanded into a convergent Taylor series.
However at singular points, where either the leading coefficient or both partial derivatives
vanish this is not true anymore because the field Cpxq of Taylor series is not algebraically closed.
This limitation can be overcome by using fractional power series or Newton-Puiseux series
(6.9) ypxq “
8ÿ
k“k0
ckx
k{n
where n P N and k0 P Z.
The field Cpzq˚ of Newton-Puiseux series is algebraically closed (see [13, Corollary 13.15] or
[30, Theorem 4.3.1]) and the solutions can be found using an iterative process using Newton
polygons, see [30, §4.3.2] or [9, §8.3] for an extensive discussion including Newton’s original
letter which describes the method still in use today. Let P px, yq “ řnk“0 pkpxq yk and denote by
αk the lowest power of x appearing in the k-th coefficient pkpxq, i.e., pkpxq “ xαkpak ` bkpxqq.
Knowing that a solution of the form (6.9) exists we make the ansatz
ypxq “ xγpη ` y1pxqq
where y1pxq is a series in x with positive exponents. Collecting the lowest order contribution
of each term of P px, ypxqq we see that
nÿ
k“0
pakxαk ` bkpxqqxkγpη ` y1pxqqk “
nÿ
k“0
akx
αk`kγηk ` P1px, η, y1pxqq “ 0
where the powers of x appearing in P1px, η, y1pxqq are strictly larger then those in the critical
polynomial
nÿ
k“0
akx
αk`kγηk.
Let β “ mintαk ` γk | k P 0, 1, . . . , nu be the smallest exponent appearing in the critical
polynomial. In order for a solution to exist, the lowest order terms must cancel and therefore
the power β must appear at least twice. This condition is visualized in the Newton polygon
which is the convex hull of the points tpk, αkq | k “ 1, 2, . . . , nu in the plane and the admissible
values of γ can be read off the slopes of the lines at the lower boundary of this convex polygon.
6.5. An equation for the Cauchy transform of T “ Xpz ´Xq´1X. We first compute the
Cauchy transform of T “ Xpz´Xq´1X. To this end in the present section we denote by µ the
standard semicircle law. Its Cauchy transform Gµpzq is the inverse of the Zhukovsky transform
and satisfies the equation Gµpzq ` 1{Gµpzq “ z, i.e.,
(6.10) Gµpzq2 ´ zGµpzq ` 1 “ 0.
The Cauchy transform of T is the integral
GT psq “
ż
dµpxq
s´ x2
z´x
“
ż
z ´ x
sz ´ x2 ´ sx dµpxq
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which evaluates via (6.8) to
(6.11) GT psq “ ´pλ1 ´ zqGµpλ1q ´ pλ2 ´ zqGµpλ2q
λ1 ´ λ2 “
1
s
λ21Gµpλ1q ´ λ22Gµpλ2q
λ1 ´ λ2
where λ1 and λ2 are the roots of the polynomial
(6.12) λ2 ` sλ´ sz “ 0
or equivalently,
λ1 ` λ2 “ ´s
λ1λ1 “ ´sz.
We first compute an equation for the denominator of (6.11). In order to do this we compute
the resultant of type (6.7b) of the equation 6.12 which is satisfied by both λi and obtain
p∆λpxq “ Resppx` yq2 ` spx` yq ´ sz, y2 ` sy ´ sz, yq “ x2px2 ´ 4sz ´ s2q.
Next we compute an equation for the numerator of (6.11). From (6.10) we infer that the
function rGµpλq “ λ2Gµpλq is algebraic and satisfies the equation
λ2rGµpλq `
rGµpλq
λ2
“ λ
that is, it is a root of the polynomial
x2 ´ λ3x` λ4 “ 0.
Taken together with (6.12) we see that rGi “ λ2iGpλiq is the y-component of the solution of the
algebraic system
(6.13)
λ2 ` sλ´ sz “ 0rG2 ´ λ3 rG` λ4 “ 0
We can thus obtain an equation for rGi as a function of s and z by computing the resultant
with respect to λ:
p rGpxq “ Respλ2 ` sλ´ sz, x2 ´ λ3x` λ4, λq
“ x4 ` p3s2z ` s3qx3 ` p´s3z3 ` 2s2z2 ` 4s3z ` s4qx2 ´ s4z3x` s4z4
The equation for the difference rGpλ1q ´ rGpλ2q can be obtained as a resultant of type (6.7b):
p∆ rGpxq “ Respp rGpx` yq, p rGpyq, yq
“ x4pp1q
∆ rGpxq pp2q∆ rGpxq
where the nontrivial factors are
p
p1q
∆ rGpxq “ x4 ´ s2p2z3s` 9z2s2 ` 6zs3 ` s4 ´ 8z2 ´ 16zs´ 4s2qx2 ` s4z4pz2s2 ´ 8zs´ 4s2 ` 16q
(6.14a)
p
p2q
∆ rGpxq “ x8 ´ 2s2
`
3z3s` 9z2s2 ` 6zs3 ` s4 ´ 4z2 ´ 8zs´ 2s2˘x6
` s4`9z6s2 ` 54z5s3 ` 117z4s4 ` 114z3s5 ` 54z2s6 ` 12zs7 ` s8 ´ 16z5s´ 110z4s2
´ 202z3s3 ´ 140z2s4 ´ 40zs5 ´ 4s6 ` 16z4 ` 96z3s` 120z2s2 ` 48zs3 ` 6s4˘x4
´ s7`4z9s2 ` 9z8s3 ` 6z7s4 ` z6s5 ´ 8z8s` 14z7s2 ` 60z6s3 ` 54z5s4 ` 18z4s5
` 2z3s6 ` 32z7 ` 136z6s` 400z5s2 ` 580z4s3 ` 418z3s4 ` 154z2s5 ` 28zs6
` 2s7 ´ 128z5 ´ 416z4s´ 448z3s2 ´ 216z2s3 ´ 48zs4 ´ 4s5˘x2
` s10 `4z5 ` 5z4s` z3s2 ` 16z3 ` 20z2s` 8zs2 ` s3˘2
.
(6.14b)
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Next we compute an equation for the divided difference GT psq “ ∆ rGpλqs∆λ as a resultant of type
(6.7d). We do this for the two branches (6.14) separately.
6.5.1. Branch 1 (6.14a). In order to accomodate the factor 1{s we multiply x with s in p∆ rG
and compute the resultant
(6.15) Resppp1q
∆ rGpsxyq, p∆λpyq, yq “ s8 pp1qGT px, sq2
where the nontrivial factor
(6.16)
p
p1q
GT
px, sq “ s2`s` 4z˘2x4 ´ s`s` 4z˘`s4 ` 6s3z ` 9s2z2 ` 2sz3 ´ 4s2 ´ 16sz ´ 8z2˘x2
` z4`sz ´ 2s´ 4˘`sz ` 2s´ 4˘
is a branch of the equation for GT psq. To see whether it is the correct branch we switch to
the moment generating function MT psq “ 1sG1p1{sq. It is a root of the nontrivial factor of the
numerator of the function
p
p1q
GT
psx, 1{sq “ s´4`s4p4sz ` 1q2x4 ` z4s2p16s2 ´ 8sz ` z2 ´ 4q
` p32s5z3 ´ 8s4z4 ` 72s4z2 ´ 38s3z3 ` 32s3z ´ 33s2z2 ` 4s2 ´ 10sz ´ 1qx2˘.
However at s “ 0 this means that MT p0q satisfies the equation
´x2 “ 0
which is impossible since MT p0q “ 1.
6.5.2. Branch 2 (6.14b). As for the first branch we begin with the resultant
(6.17) Resppp2q
∆ rGpsxyq, p∆λpyq, yq “ s20ps` 4zq4 pp2,1qGT px, sq2 pp2,2qGT px, sq2
where the nontrivial factors are
p
p2,1q
GT
px, sq “ s`s` 4z˘x4 ´ 2s`s` z˘`s` 4z˘x3
` `s4 ` 6s3z ` 9s2z2 ` 5sz3 ` 2s2 ` 8sz ` 4z2˘x2
´ `s` z˘`sz3 ` 2s2 ` 8sz ` 4z2˘x` sz3 ` z4 ` s2 ` 4sz ` 4z2
(6.18a)
p
p2,2q
GT
px, sq “ s`s` 4z˘x4 ` 2s`s` z˘`s` 4z˘x3
` `s4 ` 6s3z ` 9s2z2 ` 5sz3 ` 2s2 ` 8sz ` 4z2˘x2
` `s` z˘`sz3 ` 2s2 ` 8sz ` 4z2˘x` sz3 ` z4 ` s2 ` 4sz ` 4z2.
(6.18b)
To see which subbranch yields the correct solution we switch to the moment generating
function MT psq “ 1{sG1p1{sq.
Subbranch 2.1 (6.18a): The equation for the mgf is a root of the numerator of the
polynomial
(6.19)
p
p2,1q
MT
psx, 1{sq “ s´2
´
s4 p4sz ` 1qx4 ´ 2s2 psz ` 1q p4sz ` 1qx3
` `4s4z2 ` 5s3z3 ` 8s3z ` 9s2z2 ` 2s2 ` 6sz ` 1˘x2
´ psz ` 1q `4s2z2 ` sz3 ` 8sz ` 2˘x` s2z4 ` 4s2z2 ` sz3 ` 4sz ` 1¯
At s “ 0 this implies that MT p0q satisfies the equation
x2 ´ 2x` 1 “ 0,
i.e., MT p0q “ 1 and this is the correct branch.
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Subbranch 2.2 (6.18b): The equation for the mgf is a root of the numerator of polyno-
mial
p
p2,2q
MT
psx, 1{sq “ s´2
´
s4 p4sz ` 1qx4 ` 2s2 psz ` 1q p4sz ` 1qx3
` `4s4z2 ` 5s3z3 ` 8s3z ` 9s2z2 ` 2s2 ` 6sz ` 1˘x2
` psz ` 1q `4s2z2 ` sz3 ` 8sz ` 2˘x` s2z4 ` 4s2z2 ` sz3 ` 4sz ` 1¯.
At s “ 0 this implies that MT p0q satisfies the equation
x2 ` 2x` 1 “ 0,
i.e., MT p0q “ ´1, which is not the correct solution.
We conclude that GT psq is a root of the polynomial pGT px, sq “ pp2,1qGT px, sq from (6.18a).
6.6. An equation for the subordination function. We use (4.3) to compute an algebraic
equation for the subordination function δpzq. First we obtain an equation for the Boolean
cumulant generating function η˜T psq by substituting MT psq “ 11´sη˜T psq into equation (6.19): The
numerator of the resulting rational expression is
pMT p1{p1´ sxq, sq “
s2
p1´ sxq4 pη˜T px, sq
where
(6.20) pη˜T px, sq “ s2
`
s2z4 ` 4s2z2 ` sz3 ` 4sz ` 1˘x4
` s `4s3z3 ´ 3s2z4 ´ 4s2z2 ´ 3sz3 ´ 6sz ´ 2˘x3
` `4s4z2 ´ 7s3z3 ` 8s3z ` 3s2z4 ´ 3s2z2 ` 2s2 ` 3sz3 ` 1˘x2
` `2s2z3 ´ 6s2z ´ sz4 ` 2sz2 ´ 2s´ z3 ` 2z˘x
` 4s3z ´ 4s2z2 ` s2 ` sz3 ´ 2sz ` z2
is an equation for η˜T psq. The shifted Boolean cumulant generating function of the semicircle
law satisfies the equation (5.9), or equivalently
pδ,ηpδpzq, η˜T pδpzqqq “ 0
where
pδ,ηpx, yq “ px2 ` 1qy ´ x.
We get an equation for δpzq by eliminating η˜, i.e., taking the resultant
(6.21)
pδpy, zq :“ ResppMT py, xq, pδ,ηpx, yq, yq
“ 4zx11 ` x10 ` 16zx9 ` `´8z2 ` 4˘x8 ` 14zx7 ` `´20z2 ` 4˘x6
` `5z3 ´ 6z˘x5 ´ 7z2x4 ` `6z3 ´ 4z˘x3 ` `´z4 ` 2z2˘x2 ` z2
6.7. An equation for the Cauchy transform of X`XYX. Finally we are ready to evaluate
the integral (5.3) by the same method as in section (6.5)
(6.22) GX`XYXpzq “
ż
1
z ´ t´ δpzqt2 dµptq “
1
δpzq
Gµpλ1q ´Gµpλ2q
λ1 ´ λ2
where λi satisfy the equation pλpλi, δpzqq “ 0 where
pλpx, yq “ yx2 ` x´ z.
and GXpzq is the Cauchy transform of the standard semicircle law and satisfies the Zhukovsky
equation (6.10). Thus Gµpλq satisfies pGpGpλq, δpzq, zq “ 0 where pG is the resultant
(6.23)
pGpx, y, zq “ Respyt2 ` t´ z, x2 ´ tx` 1, tq
“ yx4 ` x3 ` p2y ´ zqx2 ` x` y
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From this we compute the resultant (6.7b) and obtain
ResppGpx` x1, y, zq, pGpx1, y, zq, x1q “ pp1q∆Gpx, y, zq pp2q∆Gpx, y, zq
where
p
p1q
∆Gpx, y, zq “ y2x4 ` p´2yz ` 8y2 ´ 1qx2 ` z2 ´ 8yz ` 16y2 ´ 4
(6.24a)
p
p2q
∆Gpx, y, zq “ y4x8 ` p´6y3z ` 8y4 ´ 2y2qx6 ` p9y2z2 ` p´16y3 ` 6yqz ` 16y4 ´ 6y2 ` 1qx4
` p´4yz3 ` p8y2 ´ 1qz2 ` p´32y3 ` 10yqz ´ 8y2 ` 2qx2 ` 16y2z2 ` 8yz ` 1
(6.24b)
which yields two possible equations for p∆GpGpλ1q ´Gpλ2q, δpzq, zq “ 0.
Similarly we compute an equation for ∆λ “ λ1 ´ λ2. First apply the resultant (6.7b) to pλ:
Resppλpx` x1, yq, pλpx1, yq, x1q “ x2y2p∆λpx, yq
then the nontrivial factor
p∆λpx, yq “ y2x2 ´ 4yz ´ 1
yields the equation p∆λpλ1 ´ λ2, δpzqq “ 0. Finally the resultant (6.7d)
Respp∆Gpxx1y, y, zq, pλpx1, yqq
yields an equation for (6.22). We consider the two branches separately.
6.7.1. Branch 1 (6.24a). The resultant is
Resppp1q∆Gpxx1y, y, zq, pλpx1, yqq “ y8 pp1qX`XYX,δpx, y, zq2
where
(6.25) p
p1q
X`XYX,δpx, y, zq “ y2p4yz`1q2x4´p2yz´8y2`1qp4yz`1qx2`pz´4y´2qpz´4y`2q
is a candidate for the equation p
p1q
X`XYX,δpGX`XYXpzq, δpzq, zq “ 0. To check whether it is the
correct branch we substitute δ “ 0 in the integral (6.22) which results in the Cauchy distribution
of the semicircle law. On the other hand, substituting y “ 0 in the equation yields
p
p1q
X`XYX,δpx, 0, zq “ z2 ´ x2 ´ 4
which is not the equation of the semicircle law.
6.7.2. Branch 2 (6.24b). The resultant is
Resppp2q∆Gpxx1y, y, zq, pλpx1, yqq “ y16p4yz ` 1q4pp2,1qX`XYX,δpx, y, zq2pp2,2qX`XYX,δpx, y, zq2
where
p
p2,1q
X`XYX,δpx, y, zq “ y2p4yz ` 1qx4 ´ 2yp4yz ` 1qx3 ` p5yz ` 4y2 ` 1qx2 ´ pz ` 4yqx` 1
(6.26a)
p
p2,2q
X`XYX,δpx, y, zq “ y2p4yz ` 1qx4 ` 2yp4yz ` 1qx3 ` p5yz ` 4y2 ` 1qx2 ` pz ` 4yqx` 1
(6.26b)
To select the correct subbranch we substitute y “ 0 and obtain
p
p2,1q
X`XYX,δpx, 0, zq “ x2 ´ xz ` 1
p
p2,2q
X`XYX,δpx, 0, zq “ x2 ` xz ` 1
and since p
p2,1q
X`XYX,δpx, y, zq is the only branch which makes the semicircle vanish at y “ 0 we
conclude that it is the correct one.
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6.8. Final Elimination Step. Finally we eliminate δpzq from equations (6.26a) and (6.21)
and we obtain an equation
Resppp2,1qX`XYX,δpx, y, zq, pδpy, zq, yq “ 16z pp1qGX`XYX px, zq pp2qGX`XYX px, zq pp3qGX`XYX px, zq,
with three branches
p
p1q
GX`XYX px, zq “ 16z3 x11 ` p16z4 ` 16z2 ` 1qx10 ´ zp32z2 ´ 5qx9` 3p4z2 ` 3qx8 ´ 8zp3z2 ` 2qx7 ` 2p28z2 ` 11qx6
´ 52z x5 ` p9z2 ` 22qx4 ´ 16z x3 ` 9x2 ´ z x` 1
(6.27a)
p
p2q
GX`XYX px, zq “ 16z5 x11 ` p´16z6 ´ 16z4 ´ z2qx10 ` p96z5 ` 9z3qx9 ` p´192z4 ´ 13z2qx8` p8z5 ` 176z3 ` 4zqx7 ` p´40z4 ´ 74z2qx6 ` p85z3 ` 14zqx5
` p´z4 ´ 93z2 ´ 4qx4 ` p4z3 ` 52zqx3 ` p´6z2 ´ 12qx2 ` 4z x´ 1
(6.27b)
p
p3q
GX`XYX px, zq “ z2p960z6 ` 32z4 ` 31z2 ` 1qx22´ z2p448z8 ´ 1504z6 ` 75z4 ´ 409z2 ´ 22qx20
´ 2zp64z10 ´ 800z8 ` 1673z6 ` 759z4 ` 102z2 ` 2qx19
` z2p64z10 ` 480z8 ´ 443z6 ` 6025z4 ` 2317z2 ` 201qx18
´ zp384z10 ´ 1288z8 ` 3682z6 ` 7397z4 ` 1575z2 ` 50qx17
` p1300z10 ´ 7974z8 ` 10148z6 ` 7709z4 ` 1205z2 ` 4qx16
´ 2zp136z10 ` 1712z8 ´ 7273z6 ` 7538z4 ` 3134z2 ` 115qx15
` 2p936z10 ` 2339z8 ´ 5897z6 ` 7663z4 ` 1649z2 ` 24qx14
´ zp6277z8 ´ 1267z6 ´ 3132z4 ` 10298z2 ` 680qx13
` p321z10 ` 13836z8 ´ 13869z6 ` 2402z4 ` 4377z2 ` 197qx12
´ zp2436z8 ` 21743z6 ´ 22041z4 ` 2631z2 ` 1131qx11
` p8279z8 ` 23938z6 ´ 19138z4 ` 1284z2 ` 361qx10
´ zp68z8 ` 16520z6 ` 16753z4 ´ 10691z2 ` 622qx9
` p468z8 ` 21132z6 ` 5447z4 ´ 3729z2 ` 322qx8
´ zp1407z6 ` 17559z4 ´ 1244z2 ´ 470qx7
` p4z8 ` 2383z6 ` 9001z4 ´ 1718z2 ` 134qx6
´ 6zp4z6 ` 407z4 ` 393z2 ´ 70qx5 ` p60z6 ` 1502z4 ` 61z2 ` 21qx4
´ zp80z4 ` 503z2 ´ 79qx3 ` p60z4 ` 63z2 ` 1qx2 ´ 4zp6z2 ´ 1qx` 4z2
Finally we use Newton polygons as described in Section 6.4 to determine the correct branch.
To this end we perform a shift to transform these equations into an equation for the moment
generating function ψpzq “ Mpzq ´ 1. This results in a polynomial with 210 terms, of which
we only reproduce here the critical ones which are required to draw the Newton polygons, i.e.,
for each power of x we record the monomial with smallest degree in z:
p˜
p1q
ψX`XYX px, zq “ 16z8x11 ` 16z6x10 ` 128z6x9 ` 444z6x8 ´ 24z4x7´ 112z4x6 ´ 220z4x5 ` 9z2x4 ` 20z2x3 ` 15z2x2 ´ x` 2z2
(6.28a)
p˜
p2q
ψX`XYX px, zq “ 16z6x11 ´ 16z4x10 ´ 64z4x9 ´ 48z4x8 ` 8z2x7` 16z2x6 ` 13z2x5 ´ x4 ` 10z2x3 ` 4z2x2 ` z2x´ z8
(6.28b)
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p˜
p3q
ψX`XYX px, zq “ 960z16x22 ` 21120z16x21 ´ 448z12x20 ´ 128z10x19 ` 64z8x18` 768z8x17 ` 4564z8x16 ´ 272z6x15 ´ 2208z6x14 ´ 8629z6x13
` 321z4x12 ` 1416z4x11 ` 2669z4x10 ´ 68z2x9 ´ 144z2x8 ´ 111z2x7
` 4x6 ´ 51z2x5 ´ 16z2x4 ´ 4z2x3 ` 37z4x2 ` 8z4x` z4
(6.28c)
The corresponding Newton polygons are shown in Fig. 2.
(a) p˜p1qpx, zq (b) p˜p2qpx, zq
(c) p˜p3qpx, zq
Figure 2. Newton polygons of the three factors
Thus for the first factor we find the solutions γ P t´2,´2{3, 2u, namely
ψpzq “ z´2p´1`Opzqq 1 solution(6.29a)
ψpzq “ z´2{3pc`Opzqq, 16c9 ´ 24c6 ` 9c3 ´ 1 “ 0 9 solutions(6.29b)
ψpzq “ z2p2`Opzqq 1 solution(6.29c)
For the second factor we find the solutions γ P t´2,´2{3, 2{3, 6u, namely
ψpzq “ z´2p1`Opzqq 1 solution(6.30a)
ψpzq “ z´2{3pc`Opzqq, 16c6 ´ 8c3 ` 1 “ 0 6 solutions(6.30b)
ψpzq “ z2{3pc`Opzqq, c3 ´ 1 “ 0 3 solutions(6.30c)
ψpzq “ z6p1`Opzqq 1 solution(6.30d)
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For the third factor we find the solutions γ P t´2,´2{3, 2{3u, namely
ψpzq “ z´2pc`Opzqq, 120c4 ´ 61c2 ´ 16c` 8 “ 0 4 solutions(6.31a)
ψpzq “ z´2{3pc`Opzqq, 64c12 ´ 272c9 ` 321c6 ´ 68c3 ` 4 “ 0 12 solutions(6.31b)
ψpzq “ z2{3pc`Opzqq, 4c6 ´ 4c3 ` 1 “ 0 6 solutions(6.31c)
We conclude that the first factor (6.27a) is the correct one and the solution is (6.29c). A
picture of the imaginary part of the branches of this function is shown in Fig. 3a. The density
is an algebraic function and satisfies an equation obtained as follows:
1. substitute x “ u` iv and z “ t into equation (6.27a)
2. separate real and imaginary part
3. compute the resultant of these two polynomials with respect to u
4. this results in an equation of degree 110.
A numerical picture of this “twin peaks” density is shown in Figure 3a; for comparison, Fig-
ure 3b shows the histogram of the spectrum of a sample of a 4000ˆ 4000 random matrix of the
form X `XYX where X and Y are complex standard normal Wigner matrices.
The spectral radius is a real root of the polynomial
40310784 t18 ´ 2717805312 t16 ´ 41420635929 t14 ` 402631122484 t12 ` 10964310641760 t10
`74046100039296 t8`169907747390208 t6`3120150062080 t4`544693026816 t2`12230590464
which are approximately
˘8.848639498045666,˘4.156072921386361.
6.9. Arcsine law. Let u and v be free Haar unitaries, e.g., arising from the left regular rep-
resentation of the free group. Then u` u˚ and v ` v˚ are distributed according to the arcsine
law
dνptq “ dt
pi
?
4´ t2
and the Cauchy transform satisfies the quadratic equation Gνpzq2pz2´ 4q´ 1 “ 0. Redoing the
preceding calculation with this equation instead of (6.10) and the relation
2rηνpsq
4` rηνpsq2 “ s
instead of (5.9) one obtains after some elimination steps the final equation
pz2 ´ 100q2pz2 ´ 36q2pz2 ´ 4qp64z2 ´ 1qzx11
` pz2 ´ 100qpz2 ´ 36qp320z8 ´ 11011z6 ´ 517228z4 ´ 905232z2 ´ 14400qx10
` p576 z11 ´ 34175 z9 ´ 1963536 z7 ` 29614176 z5 ` 3314048768 z3 ´ 34963200 zqx9
` p320 z10 ` 48523 z8 ´ 1787504 z6 ´ 136386272 z4 ´ 917888768 z2 ´ 112723200qx8
` p´320 z9 ` 59014 z7 ` 2962872 z5 ´ 42200800 z3 ´ 43450752 zqx7
` p´576 z8 ´ 7822 z6 ` 1641032 z4 ` 62892128 z2 ´ 72966784qx6
` p´320 z7 ´ 29838 z5 ´ 2132368 z3 ` 26113824 zqx5
` p´64 z6 ´ 7034 z4 ´ 1647088 z2 ´ 12050592qx4
` p2187 z3 ´ 220972 zqx3 ` p385 z2 ´ 11028qx2 ´ 3 z x´ 1 “ 0
for the Cauchy transform GX`XYXpzq. Pictures of the onion shaped density and a random
matrix approximation are shown in Figure 4.
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(a) Plot of the density µX`XYX for Wigner law
(b) Histogram of the spectrum of a 4000ˆ 4000 random matrix model for X `XYX for Wigner law
Figure 3. The spectral density of X `XYX for Wigner law
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